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INFOGRAPHIC: SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL AWARENESS
COMPANIES ARE SPLIT ON HOW THEY USE SOCIAL MEDIA IN A CRISIS.

Does your organization encourage the use of social media 
or other publicly available information as a means of 
determining the extent of an incident?

How does your organization use information posted on social 
media or other online platforms to manage a crisis?

Why aren’t social media or other publicly available information 
used as information sources during a crisis?

SOURCE: Security Management and Dataminr conducted joint research in 
October 2018. A survey link was emailed to ASIS International members and 
customers and promoted through various newsletters and social channels, 
generating 678 responses.

Is it appropriate for your company to rely 
on social media and other public informa-
tion to gauge the magnitude of a crisis 
and to manage a response?

What communication challenges does your organization face during a crisis?

35%
We delay making decisions 
because we do not have a complete 
understanding of the crisis.

30%
We struggle to isolate the facts that 
can help from the noise.

30%
We experience crises infrequently 
and the lack of experience hampers 
our response.

44%
Yes

50%
Yes

50%
No

40%
No

16%
Not sure

77% Understand the scope and magnitude of the crisis

39% Reposition people and assets out of harm’s way

32% Ensure business continuity

36% Comply with state, local, or federal emergency directives

20% Justify maintaining or increasing our executive protection program

37% Improve employee travel risk management

30% Monitor the safety and integrity of our supply chain

38% Support our internal investigations

40% Update our corporate communications

54% Not a trustworthy source

30% Not viewed as trustworthy by executive management

42% Too much irrelevant information

50% Too much conflicting information

16% Lack of time to use and analyze

15% Lack of access to the tools to analyze social media

2% Budget prohibits its use

22% Security-related concerns

42% Learn how others perceive our company’s actions and response

33% Justify changes in security protocols and procedures

39% Update the executive team

9% We don’t use social media alerts to manage the crisis

28%
Too many departments participate 
in the response effort, creating 
confusion.

24%
We lack the tools and expertise 
to monitor breaking events in 
real time.

22%
We struggle to provide executive 
leadership with timely and accurate 
status updates.


